The New Digital Workspace
The revolution has just begun

Nowadays companies find themselves to face new
types of business, characterized by an incessant
information flow that requires a faster reaction.
Innovative workflows are emerging thanks to these new
business models and they can redefine both internal
and external efficiency requisites: it is possible, then,
to work from the office, from outside of it in mobility,
from home and, unfortunately, if it is necessary… also
from your holiday place!
There is the need of new communication and
collaboration tools, to allow people to work in this type
of incessant flow. The answer is the Digital Workspace,
part of that ICT evolution which, since 30 years ago
and with exponential rhythm, is transforming and
shaping companies. At first indirectly, as operators
in companies and now directly as citizens part of a
globalization process, we are part of this evolution
which was named as IT and now, rightly, ICT.
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The Hybrid Workspace
Once upon a time, the
workstation...

1
2
3

...where everyone was carrying on his own
professional activity, by only working at that
workstation, which was organized by the
company just for that specific activity. The
great dissemination of digital and mobile in the
consumer world is the most important element
to keep into consideration in these last years.

The workstation has change, it adapted itself to
new technologies and to new processes. A lot of
elements changed: nets dissemination, Internet,
infrastructures, Mobile Computing, Social Media,
Cloud,... They brought the word ‘digital’ to an always
wider percentage of people. If IT was once a business
support resource, now it is the essential element to
manage a lot of processes, professional and personal
ones.

In this evolution process, companies that want to keep
on working in this market need to face the so called
‘digital processes’. Nowadays it is sure that startup born
99% digital, while companies already on the market since
some years need to implement these processes as soon
as possible. Cloud (public, private or hybrid) is able to
provide the 90% of the applicative features needed for
business. We do not use a single endpoint anymore, but
we have the opportunity to offer an ‘operative ’ space,
which adopts itself to the specific activity and moment of
use.

All these technologies and the possibility to ‘put them
together’ and to use them based on specific necessities
defines the concept of workspace. Workspace can
be based on company and workers’ needs, it can be
provided inside or from outside the company, on
a fixed or mobile endpoint. IT services can provide
Virtual Desktops, apps, one or more Cloud services,
public, or private ones, or mixed with on-premise
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managed services and, why not, mixed with some local
specific apps. It is an hybrid workspace that needs to
grant operativity, maximum productivity and security,
independently from the device used.

Factors to be considered
when choosing the right
endpoint
It is not easy to decide, the choice is wide, also because
in this context business market and consumer market are
really near. PCs, Thin Clients, Zero Clients, Notebooks,
Tablets,
Netbooks,
Ultrabooks,
Smartphones
...are all type of usable devices in this context.
There are anyway some factors that can influence the
choice and need to be examined in order to take
decision that better fits your needs:

Usage context
Is the device used by a user that works in the company
or outside of it, in mobility? Is it used just by a user
or or shared between more than one users in shared
workplaces?

Performances and applications used
Are simple back-office apps used or more specific
ones, for example for multimedia contents or even
3D graphic like CAD or UCC solutions, like Skype for
Business or Cisco VXME, etc? How many screens and
what resolution is required on the fixed workstation
and/or on the mobile one?

Peripheral devices that need to be supported
Are there connected devices like printers, USB
authentication devices like Smart Cards or Proximity
Cards, Touch Screens, or Graphic Signature Tablets?

Infrastructures that provide services and
protocols to use applications
Is it enough to support a unique protocol, or is it
necessary to a multi-protocol support towards the
infrastructures?
Fundamental technologies use standard protocols
like Microsoft RemoteFX, Citrix HDX, VMware PCoIP
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or HTML5. Access solutions that use HTML5 are fastly
spreading and allow access from any device equipped with
the right browser version, but they don’t always allow the
same performance level of the native dedicated clients.

Local and ‘Cloud’ applications
Are there applications that need to be available to a
subgroup of users? In this case it is necessary to evaluate the
operating system compatibility with the device.

can prove to be complex to be managed and it can create
various problems, it also can increase costs and risk to lose
control. But what and how many are the tools that form
future workspace and that, nowadays, we find or need to
support and implement.
In the next chapters we will try to briefly explain and list
them, at least in their fundamental types, to understand
how a hybrid workspace can be composed and managed.

A couple of examples...
If we consider a user who works in the company, with backoffice applications and a Unified Communications solution,
a webcam support and a microphone are necessary and
a dual screen would be more advisable. In this case the
workstation needs to have two ports to connect specific
peripheral devices and it is necessary to evaluate if the
support to the Unified Communications solution is a local
one of if it works through a Cloud infrastructure, a Virtual
Desktop or different infrastructures. In this context also a
Thin Client can be used, or a conveniently configured PC.
It is highly possible that the same employee would ask at
least the access to the company inbox from outside the
company, so an access from his smartphone or laptop
should be provided.
In the case of an employee who mainly works from outside
the company, as a sales agent, it is more convenient to
provide a conveniently configured laptop or notebook
to access all resources. A lot of companies adopted the
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) policy, so allowing some
collaborators to use personal devices to access company
applications, obviously conveniently configured.

So, once all devices are chosen
all problems are solved, right?
Not exactly! In this scenario we are observing a proliferation
of endpoints. Users work roaming from inside or outside
the company and can use heterogeneous endpoints.
Often these devices use different operating systems and
graphical user interfaces can vary with them. In this context,
IT administration needs to face problems connected with
parks heterogeneity, security, and it needs also to grant an
always higher service level to company processes. All of
this, normally with limited economic resources. This context
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Collaborative Frameworks
Communication is the core

Using rules and filters which allow to categorize
emails

In the last decade it emerged how people are the key factor
for the success of a company which must to continuously
innovate, in particular in their capacity to give the best
performance working together as a team. Teamwork
requires members’ special attitudes: listening, questioning,
persuading, respecting, helping, sharing and participating
are essentials skills which can lead the team to unexpected
results, much more than the sum of all members’ technical
skills. In consequence every company has the goal to build a
wide team feeling, even between different departments. In
this emerging new perception, communication is the kernel
to build a solid and efficient vision. The communication
between people has to be simple, efficient and fast: it must
allow everyone to explain his own ideas, and no one in the
company must feel excluded.

in order to speed up the retrieve of specific topic messages.
It is still a good advice to limit internal communication by
email, only to really important communications.

Email is the beginning
Some years ago, the email was the undisputed king of
communication. The advantages of an email are known:
it takes place between the sender and the receiver, it is
dated and traceable by a lot of widely available mail clients.
Despite the mail is a widespread tool since many years,
many people are still not aware of its right usage. Indeed,
many times the tool becomes a time-wasting source and
the cause of fits of anger, independently from the content
of the message.
Best Practices in the email usage that allow people to be
more efficient:

Checking the inbox only at regular intervals of
time
(and not every time a new message arrives) allows to limit
the distraction and to maintain an adequate number of
unread emails.

Dividing emails based on the supposed time
required to answer to them

The email communication is really efficient if everybody is
aware of the Best Practices, but it does not exist a company
which is able to guarantee this: the email, in fact, is also the
best way to exchange information with other companies,
which are of course outside our rules and Best Practises. The
lack of control in email usage has led us to receive everyday
a sort of mail bombing, which is often very expensive to
manage in terms of time spent.

Avoiding mistakes and finding
a light in the mess of emails
Whenever the amount of emails grows, the possibility
to make a mistake grows as a consequence. Grammatical
mistakes, forgotten attachments, change in the email
subjects and clicking too fast on the ‘send’ button are
common mistakes. Ginger Software has been created
to help in reducing these kind of errors. It helps with a
grammar checker and an ‘undo’ button which is shown for
5-6 seconds after clicking the ‘send’ one.
Categorizing the email in an efficient way is a difficult task:
in fact this is automatically done by the client based on the
object of the message. But what happens if someone sends
an email by maintaining the subject but changes the topic
in the body of the message? This is often not even catched
by the rules and filters used by the receiver. This problem
in email communication will be fulfilled in the future by
semantic tools which will be able to automatically categorize
emails. In any case tools like that cannot be perfect, and a
certain percentage of errors must be accepted. From one
point of view these tools help in reducing the time spent
on emails, from the other side they need to be regularly
checked to be sure they behave as the user expects.

for emails which will take very short time to answer, (like 2
minutes), it is faster to answer immediately than to add the
answer in the personal ‘to do’ list.
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A fast-changing world
requires different tools
But all of these software do not answer a very important
question: is it the email the best way to communicate
inside a company? Is its potential really understood by new
generations?
Often, in a team communication, we just need a very simple
discussion, maybe only an affirmative or a negative sentence.
For those situations the email is completely overkilled and
the overhead is greater than the benefits. For that reason
new projects emerge in the working context, and aim at
simplifying the sharing and communication, without the
need of any particular set up.

IRC
You didn’t think we’d be able to start this list off without
talking a little more about IRC, did you? Internet Relay Chat,
or IRC, is a protocol which dates back to the late 1980s.
Since it’s been around so long, there are numerous open
source implementations on both the client and the server
side. Coming with its age, however, the drawbacks of this
service are numerous. It lacks many features one might
expect in a modern chat client, from security to identity
management to even just being able to easily transmit nontext components, like images, files, or emoticons (the latter
might be seen as a plus to some, however). Anyway, some
features have been implemented, after-the-fact through
both services, including nickname management, logging,
and other features, but these vary from server to server.

multiple rooms, which are a must if you’re working on a
team of more than two people. Furthermore, it’s easy to
install and self-host, either through a traditional method or
by using Docker or Vagrant.

Mattermost
Another modern approach to team chat. Currently in its
beta release, it is written in Golang with good parts of
JavaScript under the React framework. It presents private
and public chats, including one-on-one communication
and a very similar interface to Slack. If you’re already using
Slack, there’s an easy import function which lets you move
over your current channels and archives. Mattermost also
integrates into your organization’s existing LDAP or Active
Directory authentication systems.

Rocket.chat
Is a newer project also in public beta which is written
in CoffeeScript and JavaScript on top of the Meteor
framework. Like Let’s Chat and Mattermost, Rocket.Chat
is designed for downloading and running on-premise
with a web client interface for desktop or mobile access.
It hosts many of the same features as other modern clients,
from desktop notifications to image and file uploads to an
archived history with search, and integration with LDAP.

SLACK
Is an internal communication platform, free and
accessible from mobile devices (Android and iOS) and
desktop. Actually it is not only a chat, because it gives the
possibility to integrate a long list of services (as Dropbox,
Google Drive, Twitter,...). Once registered, the users can
segregate arguments of the discussion and share files by
using hashtags in order to create thematic channels. Slack
promises to reduce the number of emails among members
of a tems nearly to zero, this is why American press named
it “email killer”.

Let’s Chat
Has a modern approach to team chat. It has been released
under an MIT license and written on top of the popular
Node.js platform. If you are familiar with a client like Slack,
you will find here some things you might expect: image
embeds, @ mentions, file uploads, logging, etc. It features
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Why are these tools so
good?
These tools are usually called ‘instantaneous
chat’ or ‘web chat’ and they are the ‘business’
evolution of the well-known internet chat, spread
everywhere before the smartphone revolution.
Slack or Mattermost are projects which are able
to conjugate the simplicity of a webchat to a more
professional environment. But why are these kind
of tools better than email?

They help in reducing the number of
emails sent for single consignee, or for
communications which require a fast
sequence of ‘give and take’.

They allow to send messages in a defined
channel, which can be seen as a room in
the old chat concept. Splitting messages
in channels allows all the receiver to be
informed regarding the channel’s’ topic,
and there is no opportunity to mislead
emails categorization.

They are able to interact with other
company tools, like issue tracker, project
management tools, or email clients.

In some cases they help in overtaking
the hierarchy, which in some complex
organizations is a limit for the idea sharing
and the meritocracy between people.
For manager and person in charge of
departments is very easy to have a better
understanding of the relation between
the employees looking on the channel
messages.

These kind of tools are also
very useful in modern organizations, which have
often delocalized offices or teleworkers. A fast
and rapid communication eliminates the gap
and the preconceptions which often criticize a
delocalized team group of workers. The emerging
collaboration technologies will integrate the
usage of emails for a better collaboration,
because the way they interact with people is more
natural, in particular with the arrival of Millennials
in the companies. In the near future collaboration
software usage trend will continue to grow, and
these types of software will become mainstream.

The New Digital Workspace
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The New Communication
Demystifying Unified
Communications Solutions
Nowadays, many of us refer to Unified Communications
Solutions as the phone and the video conference system,
and, if you believe that, you need to keep reading because
this definition does not reflect the actual power of such
solutions.
Unified Communications solutions enable companies
to integrate communication products and services in a
single platform accessible by the employees to satisfy
their communication needs, leading to several benefits,
including productivity boost, higher engagement level, and
the customer’s satisfaction. People communicate in several
ways by using many devices and tools, however, such
communication can be classified into two main categories:
interactive and non-interactive. The former one defines a
real-time interaction between the parts involved, such as a
phone call or video conference,voice and conferencing, as
well as instant messaging.

the employees. Thus, removing all the technological gaps
and latency related to communication, while allowing
all the employees’ tools to reach their tasks. Indeed,
this is a philosophy shared among employees that have
to understand and promote this attitude, allowing the
company to reorganize all the processes according to the
Unified Communications Solution, resulting in tremendous
reduction in the amount of time spent to make and execute
business critical decisions. As a result, this approach enables
employees to use several communication devices towards a
single platform, enforcing collaboration among employees
and partners by simplifying the way to reach people and
sharing information with them.

The latter one includes non-interactive communications,
thus, the actual communication is delayed, such as in emails
and social media. In this case, people send a message, maybe
a question or observation, to one or more people, and each
of them will reply with a different timing, usually leading
to a really long email-chain or someone might even totally
forget to reply to the email. Actually, we all work using our
hybrid workspace, leveraging on the desktop and mobile
devices for both voice, video and email communication.
However, the challenge is to find how to integrate all of
them with security and privacy, with a particular attention to
the time requirements, in a single, reliable and easy-to-use
platform, realizing the Unified Communications Solution.

Unified Communications
Solutions Benefits and
Drawbacks
The basic idea behind Unified Communications Solutions
is to allow companies’ business to be always accessible by
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Benefits

Drawbacks

Customer Satisfaction

Interoperability

Unified Communications Solutions enable company to
be more responsive and available to customers, which
are values really appreciated by them. Thus, workers will
be reachable through a unique number with follow-me
features, reducing the amount of voicemail received,
towards a more effective communication.

We observe that many vendors provide different unified
communication solutions, and interoperability among
them is not guaranteed and can be the main challenge
to tackle. The issue can be faced up the hardware which
is almost locked with the single vendor solution, as well
as the software part that can be really tied to the vendor
specific offer, while being limited when leveraging with
other vendors solutions.

Productivity Improvement
The adoption of Unified Communications Solutions
accelerate the company’s’ workflow and the
corresponding business process. By adopting these
solutions, the communication latency dictated by the
geographical distribution of today’s roaming employees
is significantly reduced. In particular, this solution allows
coworkers and partners to reach each other, in a followme fashion: connect to the right people in time for their
tasks. Thus, the solution is built around the employees, no
matter whether they spent most of their time at the desk or
travelling to customers, they can always access and exploit
such communication platform.

Team Collaboration
One single platform to use and to monitor, reducing the
time wasted in switching among different communication
devices, towards real-time communications and
connections: the goal of any team. Thanks to data
collaboration and video conference features, sharing
users’ application will be straightforward, reducing travels
and misunderstanding. Basically, employees work in team
with coworkers and partners, that are geographically
distributed with all the issues related to timezone. By
joining the same platform, workers can easily access
the same applications and data, enforcing the actual
collaboration.

Costs Reduction
Dramatically reducing all the costs related to travels by
making the Unified Communications a real alternative
to face-to-face meetings, providing an efficient and
seamless platform to employees and partners, towards a
fluid communication system.

Initial costs
Although such solutions provide long term cost reduction,
as reported above, however, the initial costs are not
marginal, thus companies that are willing to move towards
a UC implementation have to review all possible costs that
could be incurred during the implementation. Thus, the
costs related to hardware and software, vendor support
for the first period, training for the internal resource that
will manage the UC implementation, as well as UC solution
updates and management.

Time to UC solution
The UC implementation is not “yet another solution to
integrate”. Indeed, is a new area for company’s IT that have
to keep ongoing training and updates towards newer
features and technologies to leverage and interact with.
Thus, administrators have to continuously train in order to
maintain and to manage the solution properly, offering
the right features and functionalities to workers, increasing
the their UC skill.

Resistance to Change
The adoption of a UC solution provides many benefits
to workers, after they embrace the solutions and use
it properly. Unfortunately, workers do not have either
enough time or are unwilling to learn a new set of tools
and solution that potentially change the way they work
and communicate with their coworkers and partners.
Thus, companies have to invest on workers training for
both exploiting the UC solutions and understanding how
their employees work, explaining the benefits gain after
adopting the UC solution and using them properly.

IT Unification
IT department has to evaluate all the solutions, selecting
those that reflect the actual company needs. The goal
is to standardize tools, software, and processes, while
simplifying the corresponding management.
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Unified Communications
Solutions in Action
Definitely, Unified Communications boost employees
productivity, by significantly reducing the latency among
communications.
This solution requires to integrate the current IT infrastructure
with the business applications and the human resources
involved, in order to enable all communications to be more
integrated, mobile, and secure, to gain all the benefits
reported in the last section.
Unified Communications can be built according to
company’s needs, in a modular fashion. Thus, the company
might ask to transform the physical phone in a SIP SoftPhone,
its software version, control all the phone calls and features
from the operating system, redirecting all the calls to the
SoftPhone client installed on the smartphone. As a result,
the worker is not at the desk, the call will ‘follow’ him/
her through the smartphone: the smartphone becomes
an extension of the SoftPhone. Furthermore, this solution
can include the instant messaging system to provide chat
and video-calls. The latter can be further extended with
additional features to share the screen, data, and other
resource.
There are several solutions provided by many vendors,
below we focus on a few of them, mainly on those that meet
the virtualization requirements of the modern roaming
workforce.

Lync Server 2010

Cisco
provides an IP-based communication platform which
integrates phone, video, and data, while providing full
support to mobility, applications and security. This solution
integrates the major communications technologies,
including IP telephony to transmit all the voice related
communications over networks through IP standards and
SoftPhones, voice-messaging, video devices and video
conference to enable real-time video communications and
collaboration over the same network, and many others
features.

Avaya
provides a collection of solutions within the Avaya
Intelligent Communications portfolio, by covering a wide
range of services, including IP phone, voice messaging,
audio, video conference and speech access integration to
desktop applications. This solution covers unified access by
integrating the telephony access via SoftPhone, physical
phones, web access, and mobile phones, as well as audio
and video conferencing solution to enable the unified
collaboration framework.

Vidyo
offers several solutions to carry voice and video, enabling
users to be contacted both inside and outside the company,
while optimizing the resources used to deliver high level
video quality. Users can benefit from this solution through
several ways, from the standard desktop client to the
mobile one to enabled conferencing and collaboration on
mobile device. This solution is completed by a web-based
client which makes the solution more appealing and easy
to access.

is the first Microsoft UC solution which offers instant
messaging, telephony, presence, and conferencing to
support enterprise-level collaboration requirements.
In May, 2015 Microsoft acquired Skype to enforce their
presence in the Video and VoIP market. As a result, Lync
became Skype For Business and provides a communication
and collaboration platform with a client experience inspired
by Skype while keeping the Lync values like enterpriselevel compliance, control, management, and security:
such a solution have been integrated in Microsoft Office
365, being available to companies as both on-premise
and off-premise. Today Skype for Business is one of the
most diffused UC solution which offers instant messaging,
desktop and app sharing, attachment sharing, SoftPhone
and DeskPhone integration, integration with regular Skype
directory, call monitor, and many other features.
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CASE STUDY

Innovation, versatility and attention
to client’s needs
RUN S.p.A. key points in UCC solutions implementation
Established in Bozen in 2001, RUN S.p.A. is a
company that provides client’s needs-oriented
solutions for IT infrastructures. It follows all the
implementation process stages: from services
develop and creation, to management and
consulting.
Specialized in the finance sector, which is
characterized by high needs (in the security
area, most of all), RUN is rapidly opening to
all markets. With a great speed it is acquiring
new clients, especially in the commerce and
cooperative sectors, by providing excellent
services to medium-size and big-size
companies (also up to 1500 endpoints) with
highly qualified professionals and a great
experience in the IT field.
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Innovation before everything
Born to provide services connected to net infrastructure,
RUN extended its focus to the services field. The company
boasts a high specialization in multi-branch services offer,
in which there is the necessity to efficiently connect more
branch offices and agencies (as i.e. for banks).

the telephone. The company, considers it as a still important
communication tool in the Italian business scenario and
concentrates precisely on a lot of companies’ need (big
companies, most of all): to have a virtual machine that could
physically communicate with an external hardware, as the
telephone, by centrally manage the calls in the Private
Cloud.

But the ability to innovate that is at the basis of RUN finds
its strong point in Desktop Virtualization services supply.
It addresses to all companies that have employees who
work inside the company but also outside of it, in mobility,
by allowing them to be reachable through a single ‘point
of contact’, as a phone number or a Skype connection. In
particular, it is developing important projects on some
clients who already strengthened virtualized solutions and
have the necessity to adopt Unified Communications and
Collaboration solutions.

A lot of RUN clients currently use Cisco UCC solutions and
some of them are evaluating the possibility to migrate to
Microsoft Skype for Business: “we already offer Office 365
to our clients and the most important need we observe,
is precisely the possibility to communicate through Skype.
IT is surely a solution to be implemented” explains Seppi.
“One of the obstacles we observed, though, refers to some
European problems with PSTN and PBX: they are still not
perfected for Europe. These problems need to be fixed
before let clients migrate” adds Seppi.

RUN S.p.A. Headquarter in Bozen

The way to virtualization
RUN experienced itself the first approach towards
virtualization systems: “in the office I only use virtualization
with Praim Thin Clients, even if for special projects I also
use a traditional laptop” declares Werner Seppi, RUN ICT
Manager, “we cover all needs of the IT department with a
virtualized solution and in the company 40 employees of
50 work with this method, in the office as in mobility”, adds
Seppi. In this way the company achieved important benefits
like management and maintenance costs reduction, thanks
to the endpoints centralized management.
For this reason, RUN decided to offer the same services to
its clients, by focusing on a widespread tool in all offices:
Werner Seppi, RUN ICT Manager
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Future steps
In this virtualization context, RUN observed benefits that,
added to enthusiasm and the desire to innovate, are at the
basis of the company work. The possibility to provide cutting
edge solutions, to be up with the times and to rapidly reply
to customer’s needs (and even anticipate them) by offering
efficient tools represent key values to RUN.

RUN S.p.A. Headquarter in Bozen

Partnership Reinforcement
Praim supports RUN in concluding this migration phase,
confirming the partnership born between the two
companies in 2012. Praim ability in rapidly reply to client’s
needs and the territorial factor are the key elements to this
collaboration: “our needs have always been examined by
Praim and we find it provides valuable products. From the
territorial point of view, surely the proximity is a certainty
for us, but the added value is precisely the fact that it is not
a big company. A too big vendor wouldn’t have been so
careful to a client who, in addition, is testing new markets;
it would tend to favour big clients” affirms Enrico Dorigatti,
RUN Business Developer.

Currently RUN implemented Cisco virtualization solutions
on 2.000 endpoints, for a great part of local companies.
Even if it is not simple to forecast the number of clients that
will migrate to Skype for Business, Werner Seppi outlines
the next steps to be taken: “we want to offer a complete
workspace to our clients in the future, virtualized and with
UCC and Skype for Business solutions, to which the can
access from anywhere, with any device”.

RUN S.p.A.
Via Bruno-Buozzi 8d
39100 Bolzano - Italia
T 0471 064 100
info@run.bz.it

Praim stood out in this project not only as a thin clients
solutions vendor but above all for its support and research
departments which worked on virtualization and UCCconnected services solutions. “We wanted to give credit
to a company that, in our opinion, could properly support
us, and with which we could have the possibility to work
together at the same table. Fast replies to our needs
represent an important point, so important that we didn’t
need to evaluate another vendor and lost the added value
that Praim offers us”, concludes Dorigatti.

Enrico Dorigatti, RUN Business Developer
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Data Sharing and Security
Web File Sharing
One of the main needs in our Social Media and Sharing
Economy-based era is actually ‘sharing’.
This need starts from a lot of scenarios. We will outline a
couple of them, which we find important and from which
other situations generate. Anyway we need to have in mind
the fact that companies are made more by their employees
rather than by their processes. Furthermore, in order to face
adequate tools lack, people tend to search for solutions
(sometimes also not so conventional ones).
A typical example could be the one of a company employee
who needs to share a document (or a video presentation,
i.e.) with a client (or a vendor). Unfortunately email space
limits do not allow to share these type of files. Probably
this is one of the most widespread scenarios, (also if we
change actors and shared file types we can observe that
the problem persists).
Another example can be the one of an employee who
wants to keep working on a document at home, but he
has no USB devices and (with the same limitations as in the
previous example) he doesn’t know how to bring it home.
The typical solution is the same for both situations: to use a
web file sharing service (i.e. Dropbox, WeTransfer, Google
Drive, OneDrive, etc.) to be able to share the document
just uploaded with another person. This solution is used
because the company does not have a tool to perform the
necessary operation or when the company itself limited the
email capacity. s. cm
Obviously this operation is not mapped in any of the
company’s processes and probably it has not be taken into
consideration during the analysis of company’s needs (and
this is especially true in small-medium companies where ICT
solutions are often limited also because of scarce attention
or limited investments).
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Lacking control on shared
documents
Therefore, information and documents are made available
in a space (Cloud?) where the company, actually, has no
more control over them.
Not to have anymore the control over them means:
•

the company doesn’t know who sent sharing link

•

the company doesn’t know if, how many times and
from whom the file has been downloaded

•

the company is not able to block the sharing of it or to
revoke sharing permissions

•

the company doesn’t know if and which files have been
shared from its inside

•

the employee could be fired but he still could keep on
having the files in his PC

•

etc.

As we can see, the risks list could be quite long and could
also create a lot of problems to the company. All these risks
and possible effects can indiscriminately affect small and
big companies.
What to do, then?
Probably the first possible answer is to provide employees
with the right tools. Then, in case of specific requests (also
curious ones) it is better to listen to necessities to find
possible solutions, perhaps also by remembering that quick
or ‘handmade’ solutions can cause security or privacy issues
not immediately recognizable.
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Features to be taken into
consideration

And what about security in
Cloud sharing?

Features that a web file sharing tool will need to provide
depend on the specific necessities. Probably in a small
company some features will be more important than others,
while in a bigger company the most important features
to be valued will be connected to security and users
management.

Another important question is the one about the security
and the control the company has once files are all in a Cloud
server.

Some features that need to be evaluated are the following
(they are divided into a ‘first level’ - which probably refers
more to a small company, and a ‘second level’ - for bigger
companies):

First level:
•

web-based interface

•

Windows\Mac\Android\iOS client for the usage
or synchronizing with the local folder to the PC or
smartphone\tablet

•

management of the band usage, with a possible client
limitation on PC

•

shared file\directory validity time limits

•

possibility of inviting someone to send a file from his
account without being registered

•

files visualization in the most common formats

•

deleted files recovery (within a limited time)

•

possibility to add comments or notes to the files

Second level:

Depending on everyone’s experience, it is possible to
have more or less hesitation in saving files in Cloud. In the
first case, it is probably better to evaluate the possibility
to manage a platform in one’s own Data Center, whether
commercial products or freewares/open source projects
will be used.
In general, we must consider that it is more probable that
hacker attacks happen against a Cloud platform (which, if
hacked will provide billions of information) rather than a
private infrastructure (that can provide less information,
unless you are a big company). But in the case you think
about bringing in your infrastructure services of this kind,
you need to be aware of the fact that you need to protect
your servers, that will be probably accessed from the
outside of your net.

Most used Cloud sharing
platforms
Regarding the services that currently are the most used,
we find (listed in alphabetical order): Box, Citrix Sharefile,
Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud, OneDrive.
Each one of them offers free plans or trials that you can use
in order to evaluate the single platforms. Some of them
are typically business-oriented (like Citrix Sharefile), others
are more single user-oriented (like iCloud). It is better for
you to evaluate them before your collaborators start to
autonomously use them.

•

possibility to have more space on the disk

•

more security with Two Factor Authentication (2FA)

•

possibility to associate more than one user to the same
contract

•

definition of independent access levels

Box

•

definition of amounts on single users or groups

•

single sign-on or LDAP authentication

•

online file editing (possibly with Office 365)

•

possibility of on-premise installation (in personal
datacenter) and not only in SaaS (Cloud)

It was born in the business world (to have the client on a PC
it was compulsory to have a pay plan). I had major success
and dissemination when it promoted itself by offering 50
GB for free (now they are 10 GB). Famous in the mobile
world also thanks to one of the first mobile apps but also
to the availability of APIs that could be used in third-party
apps, it is one of the main DropBox competitors.

Once a list has been defined, with these or other features, it
will be simpler to take a decision about which provider fits
more your business, by evaluating single features.

The New Digital Workspace
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Citrix Sharefile

ownCloud

One of the last, born from one of the most famous
virtualization and server virtualization protocols producer, it
is dedicated to the business world and it is really complete
for this users category. It offers the possibility to have an
on-premise server instead of having it just on the Cloud. For
the consumer market there isn’t an alternative and there are
no free plans.

Open source platform for the creation of sharing servers.
It grew in the last years also thanks to the possibility
of developing private plugins or to use independent
developers’ ones. It offers an open source version and an
enterprise version (payment service).

DropBox
It is one of the ancestors of sharing systems. It owes its
fortune to the fact that it has been one of the first ones to
offer this type of solution and it offered free space (2 GB)
that was possible to increase simply by inviting new people
in trying it. This smart marketing invention together with its
simplicity of use allowed its viral diffusion in the consumer
market.At that point, the platform fame was so widespread
that the jump in the busines world has been pretty simple. It
is one of the main Box competitors.

NextCloud
Born from the idea of two developers that left ownCloud to
create this project, also in this case we find an open source
version and an enterprise one. Together with Ubuntu they
offer also a NextCloud Box hardware appliance that have a
server installed with Raspberry Pi hardware.

Google Drive
It is an integrated suite provided by Google and includes,
apart from the storage space, also the possibility to have file
modification tools. These modifications are possible for file
which are generated from the platform (Word processor,
spreadsheets and presentations). It is also possible to
convert some owned files. It is one of the free spaces
offered by Google like GMail, Photos, etc.

OneDrive
A sharing platform offered by Microsoft. The PC client is
integrated with Windows 10 and Windows 8 as a part of the
operating system and for this reason it is possible to use and
configure it. It also integrates itself with Office 365 platform
through which it is possible to modify files. Even if it is a
Microsoft product, it is available for all platforms.

iCloud
Exclusively used in Apple environment, it finds its strong
point in the full integration with all Apple products
(smartphones, PC, laptops,...). Currently, it does not exist a
business version, so it is to be evaluated for a personal use
or for micro businesses.
Also a couple of open source platforms are to be mentioned,
through which it is possible to build a private file sharing
system in house (so not a Cloud one). Anyway, since it is
not in Cloud, management costs, synchronization, backup,
security and connection at the expense of the company.
These costs are also to be carefully evaluated because they
are not always quantifiable.

The New Digital Workspace
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Hybrid Workspace Management
An inevitable innovation
process

About Workspace
Management

New business models require innovative workflows that
employ resources which can work in mobility, so outside the
company building. In order to adapt to these new models,
also all tools started an important innovation process. In
this context ‘Digital Workspace’ started to be something to
talk about: something that allows employees to have all the
useful resources available also if they are far from the office.

New skills and tools are required. In this context they
should provide management simplification and service
costs reduction. It is essential to find solution which allow
a unified management of these devices, from the control,
security and workflow access point of view. Users have the
necessity to be guided through simple interfaces, which
can be used independently from the device they use and
by removing complexities in the interaction with a local
operating system. Administrators need to have a tool that
will allow them to centralize security and app delivery,
independently from the device.

First of all, the necessity to have a fast and efficient
communication, in order to go beyond the limits that
email brought for a long time arose. Then efficient tools
for video conference and vocal/video communication
started to spread as essential tools. Also data sharing and
the possibility to simultaneously work on information
and to real-time update them, brought to the rise of new
tools. Several have been the enabling technologies of this
process, starting from always faster net dissemination to
arrive to Virtualization and Cloud Computing. We also saw a
growth from the devices point of view: available typologies,
passing from standard workstations to thin clients, laptops,
tablets and smartphones.
This process is by now unavoidable in all companies and has
not just pros, but forces companies to face some problems
that maybe were present also before, but now have a wider
proportion. As a matter of fact to choose among all the
tools, software and devices typologies creates a difficulty in
managing all the infrastructure. This is why the configuration,
management and maintenance of the digital workspace is
taking on a key role in business innovation. From one side
it should be simple for the end user to access to his own
resources, and from the other side security needs to be
granted, as well as synchronization and accessibility.

The New Digital Workspace

Workspace Management solutions are needed, to provide
users with a familiar and simplified interface and suitable
to the working activity, no matter the device they use.
Companies need solutions able to provide a fast access,
while reducing maintenance requests. They need to be
able to take advantage of investments and existent solutions
in client’s data centers. They also need to be agnostic with
respect to the other implemented tools or future tools,
without forcing to migrate to closed systems.
Workspace Management is about managing all services,
assets, technologies and processes that are useful to
the company business. With an efficient Workspace
Management companies aim at efficiency and productivity,
with consequent economic benefits. It is a strategic tool
supporting all company goals and allows to gain measurable
enhancements, especially if it is followed by a improvement
process. No matter the company type, it allows to optimize
all tools and increase productivity, by actively contribute in
costs reduction.
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Workspace Management at a
strategical level
Strategically, Workspace Management grants a long term
alignment with company strategies. Growth, new markets,
cultural and demographic aspects and Human Resources
management policies have an impact on the dimension
and type of job offered. Strategies adopted in the last
years include also the passage from permanent to flexible,
concepts of collaboration, allowing also to work from
home. All of this has an impact on future services, spaces
and processes needs.

Among all the fundamental features a Workspace
Management service needs to have we remember:
•

to allow resources monitoring

•

to grant access to authorized users, by avoiding nonauthorized accesses

•

to allow all company resources management from a
single point

•

to allow a fast implementation of new processes

•

give an overview of company processes, by highlighting
results through reports.

In order to face unexpected changes and maintain high
productivity, technology needs to be perceived as positive
from the users and an allied for improvements.
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